The Walking Chip

By Gabriel Dougherty
It was a nice day in Chiptopia. Pic was walking around the BEAUTIFUL Chiptopia. All of a sudden, A HUMAN OPENED THE CHIPTOPIA GATES! CALL IN THE GUARDS, GO, GO, GO!” Sirens go off. “WEE, WOO, WEE, WOO!”
The chip guards are NO match for the colossal human. One by one, the human tore apart the chips, all except Pic. Pic was the ONLY survivor. “ITS ONLY ME? REALLY GREAT CHIPSIAN? This will be a long journey. But before I go, I need to sleep.”
The next morning. “This will be a long journey out of Chiptopia, on the table, down the leg, and onto the human floor they call tile.” Pic climbs out of the GREAT walls of Chiptopia. “BYE HOME,” Pic shouted. He climbed down the leg of the table and got on to the tile. He was venturing around when he heard, “BANG! BANG! BANG!”
IT WAS A HUMAN! Pic froze on the floor like a glass statue. The human saw him. “Not every story has a happy ending,” said the human.

*CRACK*. He stepped on Pic. The room went silent for a split second. Pic was laughing? “BAHAHA”! THE HUMAN BROKE THEIR FOOT! PIC LIFTED HIS ARMS AND PRAYED! “Thank you great Chipsian, Thank you!” The human went to the doctor. He told the doctor what happened, and apparently the doctor thought he was crazy, so he put the human in a mental hospital. Pic, he became the world’s greatest chip adventurer ever, and kept doing amazing discoveries.